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Description
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0001] This invention relates generally to a light emitting diode (LED) headlight structure for a motorcycle
(e.g., a small motorcycle such as a scooter). The LED
headlight structure includes a single circuit board that
carries high beam and low beam LED elements on both
sides (left side and right side) of the motorcycle, and a
window structure that visually obscures or conceals the
internal positions of the LED elements from an external
observer, and which is shaped to convey a stylish (e.g.,
"slanted eyes") headlight appearance to the observer.
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BACKGROUND ART
[0002] A number of modern motorcycles utilize Light
Emitting Diodes (LED elements) to provide headlight illumination, particularly because LED elements offer
higher brightness, lower power consumption, and a longer illumination lifetime compared to conventional light
sources (e.g., halogen bulbs). Laid open Japanese patent publication JP 2010125898 describes a motorcycle
having a headlight unit that uses LED elements to emit
headlight illumination. As indicated in Fig. 5 of JP
2010125898, in this headlight unit a single LED is positioned on the left side of the motorcycle to provide left
headlight illumination, and a single LED is positioned on
the right side of the motorcycle to provide right headlight
illumination. Such LEDs are mounted on a printed circuit
board. Additionally, within the headlight unit a left side
lens is disposed in front of the left side LED, and a right
side lens is disposed in front of the right side LED. However, it’s not explicitly clear from this reference how the
LED structure of this headlight unit is formed and shaped.
[0003] WO 2013/145895 A1 (Honda Motor Co Ltd) 3
October 2013 (2013-10-03) a headlight in which the low
beam and the high beam from LED light sources are integrated, necessary light distribution characteristics as a
headlight are attained without overly accentuating a light
emission image of the high beam. A high-beam reflector
is provided below high-beam LED light sources in order
to reflect light from the high-beam LED light sources toward the front of a vehicle. Each low-beam reflector is
positioned below low-beam LED light sources in order to
reflect light from the low-beam LED light sources toward
the front of the vehicle. The low-beam LED light sources
are positioned on the right and left sides of the high-beam
LED light sources and anterior to the high-beam LED
light sources. The high-beam reflector is longer than the
low-beam reflectors in the front-back direction, and the
low-beam reflectors are positioned anterior to the highbeam reflector.
[0004] JP 2008 068680 A (Honda Motor Co Ltd) 27
March 2008 (2008-03-27) discloses a headlamp unit storing the projector type lamp in a housing, an opening portion leaking Irradiation light of a valve to the outside is
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provided, and a reflecting portion reflecting the Irradiation
light to a vehicle front side and an inner lens making the
reflection light reflected by the reflecting portion permeate to the outside of the headlamp unit are provided. The
opening portion is provided with a sub reflector reflecting
the Irradiation light of the valve in a direction to the reflecting portion. The inner lens has a function of a half
mirror, forms a surrounding portion surrounding a convex
lens of the projector type lamp, and makes the periphery
of the convex lens vaguely shine at time of turning on.
The projector type lamp can be constituted to be a right
and left two-light type and the like.
[0005] EP 2 987 709 A1 (Honda Motor Co Ltd) 24 February 2016 (2016-02-24) discloses a headlight for a twowheeled motor vehicle is provided in which disposed in
a single housing are a high beam headlamp light source,
low beam headlamp light sources that are disposed on
the left and right of the high beam headlamp light source,
a high beam headlamp reflector, low beam headlamp
reflectors that are disposed on left and right sides of the
high beam headlamp reflector and are formed integrally
with the high beam headlamp reflector, and a position
lamp light source, wherein a light guide member that
guides light from the position lamp light source and
makes the light shine forward is extendingly disposed so
as to surround a lateral end, excluding a section adjacent
to the high beam headlamp reflector, of the low beam
headlamp reflector. This enables visibility and conspicuousness to be improved.
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[0006] JP 2010125898 teaches that the shape of its
headlight unit looks like a one shape, conventional headlight body, which does not visually convey a new image
for the LED headlight or the motorcycle. This reference
further discloses the use of a lens positioned in front of
each LED within the headlight unit. Because of the manner in which each lens is positioned relative to
its corresponding LED, an observer viewing the front of
the motorcycle of JP 2010125898 will readily identify the
position of the LED elements inside of the headlight unit,
and will visually perceive the LED elements like existing
or conventional headlight bulbs. As a result, the visual
appearance of this headlight unit is not new, and does
not appear modern or stylish, notwithstanding the fact
that this headlight unit is adapted to provide illumination
by way of LED elements (e.g., to an observer looking at
the front of the motorcycle of JP 2010125898, the appearance of the motorcycle’s headlights may appear conventional and outdated).
[0007] Additionally, to provide high beam and low
beam headlights on left and right sides of a motorcycle,
four LED elements are required, namely, (1) a left side
low beam LED; (2) a left side high beam LED; (3) a right
side low beam LED; and (4) a right side high beam LED.
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In accordance with the LED headlight unit detailed in Japanese patent publication JP 2010125898, the provision
of high beam and low beam headlights on right and left
sides of the motorcycle requires that each of the four LED
elements is mounted to its own individual LED printed
circuit board. In other words, two LED printed circuit
boards are needed on each side of the motorcycle. Accordingly, such additional circuit boards increase the
parts count, complexity, and cost of a motorcycle headlight structure.
[0008] It is desired to provide two headlight images on
both sides of a motorcycle as LED-based headlights in
a manner that visually conveys a modern or stylish appearance to an observer, which also provides an LED
headlight assembly that reduces or minimizes parts
count, complexity, and cost.
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Technical Solution
[0009] This invention according to claim 1 is a light
emitting diode (LED) headlight structure for a motorcycle
having a central plane with respect to a front view of the
motorcycle, having: headlight LED elements for emitting
low beam and high beam illumination, a headlight printed
circuit hoard (PCB) to which said headlight LED elements
are mounted, a reflector assembly having low and high
beam reflectors, configured to reflect said low beam and
high beam illumination emitted by said headlight LED
elements toward the front of the motorcycle, said LED
headlight structure constructed by combining said headlight PCB with an upper portion of said reflector assembly,
said LED headlight structure positioned within a space
connecting a headlight case and a headlight lens, and
mountable on the motorcycle on both sides of the motorcycle central plane, said headlight PCB mounts at least
said headlight LED elements to one plate on one side of
the motorcycle central plane, said high beam illumination
is emitted at the motorcycle central plane and said low
beam illumination is emitted at the outside of the motorcycle central Plane on one side of the motorcycle, wherein an extension member is positioned forward of the reflector assembly and between said headlight case and
said headlight lens, and a window structure is formed at
said extension member, the window structure configured
for passing portions of said low and high beam illumination reflected by the reflector assembly there through ,
wherein an upper border of said window structure is located close to an upper portion of the low beam reflector
and is located below the upper portion of the high beam
reflector, with respect to a front view of the motorcycle,
and wherein the upper border of said window structure
is oriented obliquely in a downward direction toward the
the motorcycle central plane, wherein the headlight LED
elements include a plurality of low beam LED elements
and a plurality of high beam elements, and the upper
border of the window structure is located at a lower height
than the low beam LED elements and the high beam LED
elements.
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[0010] This invention according to Claim 2 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 1, a characteristic in
that the window structure is formed at both sides of the
motorcycle central plane and forms a generally rectangular shape expanding forward and to the outside of motorcycle, wherein at an inside border and an upper or
lower border of said window structure the LED headlight
structure further includes a light guide member that emits
light.
[0011] This invention according to Claim 3 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 2, a characteristic in
that the light guide member emits light at two sides of the
window structure and forms the lower border of the window structure.
[0012] This invention according to Claim 4 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 2, a characteristic in
that the LED headlight structure further includes light
guide member LED elements, wherein a portion of the
light guide member is positioned to receive light output
by said light guide member LED elements, and wherein
the light guide member on both sides of motorcycle central plane is integrally formed (e.g., the light guide member integrally spans both sides of the motorcycle central
plane).
[0013] This invention according to Claim 5 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 4, a characteristic in
that the light guide member includes a connecting portion
for connecting to both inside borders of light guide member, and a wherein single PCB to which said light guide
member LED elements are mounted is positioned close
to said connecting portion of the light guide member.
[0014] This invention according to Claim 6 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 5, a characteristic in
that the motorcycle includes a front cover with which portions of the headlight structure are coverable and surroundable, when the headlight structure is mounted to
the motorcycle, and with which when said connecting
portion of the light guide member, said light guide member LED elements, and said single PCB are coverable.
[0015] This invention according to Claim 7 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 2, a characteristic in
that said light guide member has the function of a position
light structure of the motorcycle.
[0016] This invention according to Claim 8 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 1, a characteristic in
that said window structure is positioned at both sides of
the motorcycle central plane and forms a generally rectangular shape expanding forward and to the outside of
motorcycle central plane, and has light dispersion elements near an upper or lower border of said high beam
reflector, wherein the light dispersion elements are configured to receive and scatter the light reflected by said
reflector assembly.
[0017] This invention according to Claim 9 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 8, a characteristic in
that said light dispersion elements are disposed on a lower border of the window structure corresponding to the
high beam reflector.
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[0018] This invention according to Claim 10 has, in the
LED headlight structure of Claim 1, a characteristic
wherein the low beam LED elements are mounted at an
outward location on an underside of the headlight PCB,
and wherein the high beam LED elements are mounted
at an inward location on the underside of the headlight
PCB.
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Advantageous Effects
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[0019] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 1,
it’s possible to provide a separated headlight image on
both sides of motorcycle, and as the upper border of the
window structure is formed to have an upper inclination
to the outside of the motorcycle, it also possible to provide
an "ends-up eye outline" (e.g., "slanted eyes") visual image or appearance. After all, the motorcycle’s appearance should be emphasized and produced to provide a
distinctive, modern, strong, and sharp, sporty design.
Furthermore, the headlight LED elements are mounted
to a single headlight PCB for emitting low beam and high
beam illumination toward a reflector assembly disposed
below the headlight PCB. The use of a single headlight
PCB reduces cost, structural complexity, and parts count.
Additionally, because the upper border of the window
structure at high beam reflector portion is positioned below the high beam LED elements, an observer looking
toward the front of the motorcycle cannot readily determine the internal locations of the high beam LED elements within the LED headlight structure, which further
aids the creation of a new and edgy design that provides
a mysterious and attractive visual impression with no
sight of the lighting source.
[0020] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 2,
a single light guide member can provide illumination (e.g.,
position illumination) to both sides of the motorcycle. Furthermore, the light guide member can light portions of
the high beam reflector when the high beam headlights
are off during the motorcycle’s usual running conditions.
Accordingly, the light of the light guide member on two
borders of the window structure can facilitate the optical
communication of light to both sides during low beam
LED illumination. As a result, low beam illumination is
distributed more uniformly across reflecting surfaces provided by the reflector assembly and provides much better
visibility than for other types of headlight structure designs from the perspective of other vehicle drivers (e.g.,
car drivers) and pedestrians.
[0021] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 3,
the position of the light guide members along lower borders of the window structure further aids in the creation
of a "slanted eyes" appearance having a sporty design
that provides a strong visual impression because the low
beam lighting portion expands forward and to the outside
of motorcycle.
[0022] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 4,
a single piece light guide member facilitates structural
simplicity, reduced parts count, and reduced cost.
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[0023] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 5,
it’s easy to form a light introduction portion on the light
guide’s connecting portion which can be aligned close to
a single PCB on which the light guide member LED elements reside, thereby reducing PCB size and cost.
[0024] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 6,
the motorcycle front cover overlays portions of the LED
headlight structure in which the connecting portion of the
light guide member, the light guide member LED elements, and the single PCB on which the light guide member LED elements are mounted, thereby concealing
these overlaid elements from an observer looking toward
the front of the motorcycle. These overlaid elements can
be positioned between left and right windows of the window structure, and correspondingly between left and right
reflectors of the reflector assembly, thereby efficiently
utilizing what would otherwise be unutilized dead space
and enhancing the compactness of the LED headlight
assembly.
[0025] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 7,
the light guide member is centrally lighted, with no relation
to low or high beam headlight lighting, as a position light.
Accordingly, it provides better motorcycle visibility, and
is also expected to convey the feeling or impression of a
new headlight design to others.
[0026] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 8,
even under low beam illumination conditions when high
beam LED elements are not on, the light dispersion elements facilitate the distribution of low beam illumination
reflected by low beam reflectors to near upper or lower
border portions of the high beam reflectors, without the
need for additional active illumination sources. This reduces structural complexity, cost, and parts count, and
it’s possible to supply illumination corresponding to the
light dispersion elements at portions between both sides
of the low beam headlights.
[0027] According to the invention disclosed in Claim 9,
the disposition of the light dispersion elements on the
lower side of the window structure aids in the creation of
a strong "slanted eyes" visual image having a sporty design because dispersion of light on the lower border of
the window structure corresponds to and visually connects both sides of low beam lighting, which expands
forward and to the outside of motorcycle.
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Brief Description of the Drawings
[0028]
50

FIG. 1 is a side view of a representative scooter type
motorcycle having an LED headlight structure in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
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FIG. 2 is a front view of the motorcycle of FIG. 1 in
accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
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FIG. 14 is a perspective view showing a headlight
PCB, the position light PCB, and electrical couplings
provided thereto in accordance with an embodiment
of the present disclosure.

FIG. 3 is a partial magnified or zoomed-in front view
of the motorcycle of FIG 2 in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIGs. 4A and 4B are disassembled or exploded
views of a motorcycle LED headlight structure in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

5

FIG. 5 is a front view showing a lighting unit mounted
to a motorcycle LED headlight structure, which is
disassembled from an outer lens, depicting an extension member, dashed line representations of elements disposed rearward of the extension member,
and an inner lens in accordance with an embodiment
of the present disclosure.
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FIG. 6 is a representative left headlight low beam
cross section (A-A’) through the motorcycle LED
headlight structure of FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a representative left headlight high beam
cross section (B-B’) through the motorcycle LED
headlight structure of FIG. 5, which is disposed inwardly toward a central plane of the motorcycle relative to the left headlight low beam cross section of
FIG. 6.
FIG. 8 is a representative center cross section (CC’) through the motorcycle LED headlight structure
of FIG. 5, which is disposed inwardly of each of the
left headlight low beam cross section of FIG. 5 and
the left headlight high beam cross section of FIG. 6,
and which is the same as a central plane of the motorcycle.
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Detailed Description of Example Embodiments
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FIG. 9 is a top view of a motorcycle LED headlight
structure in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
40

FIG. 10 is a second front view showing portions of
the motorcycle LED headlight structure of FIG. 5,
only in the absence of an extension member in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
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FIG. 11 is a third front view illustrating the motorcycle
LED headlight structure of FIG. 10, only in the absence of an inner lens in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

50

FIG. 12 is a front view of an extension member for
a motorcycle LED headlight structure in accordance
with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
55

FIG. 13 is a front view of an inner lens for a motorcycle LED headlight structure in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
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[0029] FIG. 1 is a left-side view of a motorcycle or motorbike 10 that includes a LED headlight structure 100 in
accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG. 2 is a full front view of the motorcycle 10 of
FIG. 1, and FIG. 3 is a zoomed-in partial front view of the
motorcycle 10 of FIGs. 1 and 2. In various embodiments,
the motorcycle 10 is a motor scooter or a generally similar
type of saddle-ride or straddle-ride type vehicle.
In the embodiment shown, the motorcycle 10 is a motor
scooter equipped with a swing type engine unit 20 and
having an underlying frame through which a rider / driver
can step through, and a step floor 12 having an upper
surface for supporting the rider’s feet in a manner understood by one having ordinary skill in the art. The motorcycle 10 additionally includes a seat 14 for seating the
rider and an optional passenger. A pair of pillion steps
16L disposed on each side of the motorcycle can support
the passenger’s feet; and a grab rail 18 disposed behind
the seat 14 at the rear of the motorcycle 10 is configured
for grasping by the passenger’s hand(s).
[0030] The motorcycle’s engine unit 20 is positioned
below the seat 14. The engine unit 20 is swingably mounted to the motorcycle’s frame, and is configured to generate a propulsion or driving force deliverable to a rear
axle of the motorcycle 10 by way of a transmission, for
instance, a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT,
such as a belt-CVT) that is disposed within a CVT case
22. The engine unit 20 includes an air intake system connected to an air cleaner 21, which filters and removes
particulate matter from air prior to the delivery of filtered
air into the engine unit 20. The engine unit 20 additionally
includes an exhaust port and exhaust pipe coupled to a
muffler 24, which reduces the engine unit’s acoustic output by the engine unit 20. While the motorcycle 10 includes an electronic mechanism (e.g., a starter motor)
for starting the engine unit 20, the motorcycle 10 typically
additionally includes a kick start arm 26 connected to a
kick start pedal 27, by which the rider can manually supply
rotation to the engine unit 20 such that an air-fuel mixture
therein is ignited to start the engine.
[0031] A rear wheel 30 equipped circumferentially with
a rear tire 31 is mounted to the motorcycle’s rear axle,
for communicating the engine unit’s driving force to an
underlying surface or ground plane 2 on which the motorcycle 10 can be driven (e.g., a paved roadway or other
generally planar surface). A rear cushion 28 on the left
side of the motorcycle absorbing the swing motion of a
rear tire 31 by bumps and vibrations to provide improved
ride and motorcycle handling characteristics while limiting the distance across which the engine unit 20 and the
seat 14 are displaceable relative to each other. A rear
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fender 40 is disposed above the rear tire 31 and below
and rearward of the seat 14, for substantially preventing
mud, debris, and water that has been picked up from the
motorcycle’s underlying surface 2 and directed upward
and rearward as a result of rotation of the rear tire 31
from traveling above and behind the fender 40.
[0032] The motorcycle 10 includes a pair of handle
grips 35L,R around which the rider places their left and
right hands for pivotally rotating a handle bar at a center
of a steering axis. Steering motion supplied to the handle
bar in response to the rider’s relative pivotal operation of
a left handle grip 35L and a right handle grip 35R about
the steering axis causes a front wheel 32, and hence a
front tire 33 that is circumferentially disposed thereabout,
to turn in a left or right direction. The front wheel 32 is
positioned between a pair of front forks that include a pair
of front fork bottom casings 34L,R corresponding to each
fork, and which is connected to a steering stem that couples both front forks to the motorcycle’s handle bar. A
front fender 42 is positioned above the front tire 33, to
serve a corresponding purpose to that of the rear fender
40.
[0033] A rear brake lever 36 is disposed in front of the
left handle grip 35L and a front brake lever 37 is disposed
in front of the right handle grip 35R, which respectively
enable rider-selective activation and control of rear and
front brakes. The right handle grip 35R also operates a
throttle grip to control an engine throttle by way of riderselective circumferential motion of the right handle grip
35R relative to the handle bar, in a manner readily understood by one having ordinary skill in the relevant art.
A motorcycle horn switch is typically disposed proximate
to the left handle grip 35L for rider-selective activation of
a motorcycle horn 38 that is mounted to the front of the
motorcycle 10 in a manner shown in FIG. 2. Additionally,
left and right turn signal switches are disposed proximate
to the left handle grips 35L, respectively, for rider-selective activation of left and right winker bulbs 118L, R that
are disposed within a motorcycle LED headlight structure
100 in accordance with an embodiment of the present
disclosure, as illustrated in FIGs. 2 and 3, and which reside behind an outer lens 102 that is installed on a front
surface of the motorcycle 10 above the front fender 42
in a manner indicated in FIG. 1 and FIG. 4A. In addition
to the foregoing, left and right rear-view or back mirrors
44L,R are positioned above the left and right handle grips
35L,R, respectively.
[0034] The motorcycle 10 further includes a plurality
of covers or cover members configured for concealing
internal structural and mechanical portions of the motorcycle 10, such as the motorcycle’s underlying frame, and
forming portions of the motorcycle’s exterior surfaces.
Such covers include a tail light cover 50 installed beneath
the grab rail 18, which surrounds portions of a tail light
46 configured for directing tail light illumination rearward
and outward; left and right body covers 52L,R, which are
installed beneath the seat 14 and which project forward
and downward toward the step floor 12; and a center
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10

cover 54 installed beneath frontal portions of the seat 14,
which extends to the left and right sides of the motorcycle
10 around the frontal portions of the seat 14 and downwardly toward the step floor 12. Left and right floor covers
56L,R are installed below the step floor 12 on left and
right sides of the motorcycle 12, respectively.
[0035] A lower inner cover 58 is installed forward of
the seat 14, such that the lower inner cover 58 is disposed
forward (e.g., directly in front) of the rider’s knees and
shins, and a central section of the lower inner cover 58
is positioned between the rider’s knees, when the rider
is sitting on the seat 14 and the rider’s feet are supported
by the step floor 12 (e.g., when the rider is driving the
motorcycle 10). A forward - rearward separation between
(a) the lower inner cover 58, and (b) the seat 14 plus the
center cover 54 disposed beneath the seat 14 provides
a spatial gap across or through which the rider can step.
[0036] Left and right lower front covers 60L,R are installed forward of the floor cover 56 and the inner lower
cover 58, and extend upward along a portion of the inner
lower cover’s height. Left and right front covers 62L,R
are mounted above the lower front covers 60L,R to form
portions of the motorcycle’s left and right front exterior
side surfaces. The front covers 62L,R upwardly extend
from upper borders of the lower front covers 60L,R to an
upper border of the lower inner cover 58. Portions of the
front covers 62L,R upwardly and forwardly extend higher
than the front fender 42.
[0037] Portions of the motorcycle’s front exterior surface are formed by a front top cover 64 and an outer lens
102 of the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100. The
front top cover includes borders or edges that extend
inwardly and downwardly toward a central plane or center
line 5 of the motorcycle 10, which divides the motorcycle
10 into substantially symmetric left and right halves. The
front top cover 64 overlays portions of the motorcycle
LED headlight structure 100, including the outer lens 102,
such that a left side portion 103L of the outer lens 102
resides to the left of the central plane 5 and a right side
portion 103R of the outer lens 102 resides to the right of
the central plane 5. The pair of side portions 103R,L are
integrally formed in the outer lens 102 in the manner
shown in FIG. 4A, and the front top cover 64 overlays
the portion between both side portions 103R,L as shown
FIG 3. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the front top
cover 64 and the outer lens 102 establish a rearward and
upward slant or slope along the motorcycle’s front exterior surface (e.g., as viewed from the left or right side of
the motorcycle 10). The motorcycle 10 also includes a
front number plate stay (e.g., a front license plate retention structure) 65 mounted to an upper portion of the front
top cover 64.
[0038] An upper inner cover 66 is installed rearward of
the front top cover 64, above the lower inner cover 58
and directly forward of the rider. Above each of the front
top cover 64 and the upper inner cover 66, a front handle
cover 68 is installed over forward facing portions of the
motorcycle’s handle bar, and a corresponding rear han-
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dle cover 69 is installed over rearward facing portions of
the motorcycle’s handle bar. Both handle covers 68, 69
connect to cover the handle bar. The front handle cover
68, as well as a forward portion of the front fender 42,
further provide a rearward and upward slant or slope
along frontal surfaces of the motorcycle 10. A meter 70
including a speedometer and having a meter cover 72
through which the rider can view the motorcycle’s information including speed, is installed at an angled upper
surface of the rear handle cover 68.
[0039] In addition to the foregoing, a pair of front garnish portions 63L,R form a frontal border of the motorcycle 10 above the left and right lower front covers 60L,R,
inside of the left and right front covers 62L,R, and a front
underside border below the front top cover 64 and the
motorcycle LED headlight structure 100. In this embodiment, the front garnish portions 63L,R are integrally
formed in the lower front cover 60. The front fender 42
is positioned midway between a left border and a right
border of the front garnish portions 63L,R, and in the
embodiment shown, portions of the motorcycle’s horn 38
can be seen between a right edge of the front fender 42
and the right border of the front garnish portions 63L,R.
Finally, the motorcycle 10 includes a main stand 80 that
can be pivoted into a support position for supporting the
motorcycle 10 in a left - right symmetric upright position
about its central plane 5; and a side stand 82 for supporting the motorcycle 10 at a small leftward tilt.
[0040] FIGs. 2 and 3 provide front views of the motorcycle 10 showing particular portions of the motorcycle
LED headlight structure 100 that are disposed behind
the outer lens 102. As indicated in FIGs. 2 and 3, the
motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 provides a left
headlight 110L and a right headlight 110R, each of which
includes a set of reflectors configured for reflecting low
beam LED illumination and high beam LED illumination
toward, to, and through the headlight structure’s outer
lens 102, into the motorcycle’s external environment.
More specifically, the left headlight 110L includes a left
low beam reflector 142L and a left high beam reflector
144L; and the right headlight 110R includes a right low
beam reflector 142R and a right high beam reflector
144R. In the embodiment shown, a given low beam reflector 142L,R and its corresponding high beam reflector
144L,R are disposed adjacent to each other, such that
the high beam reflector 144L,R is closest or next to the
motorcycle’s central plane 5, and the low beam reflector
142L,R is laterally disposed outward from its corresponding high beam reflector 144L,R, away from the central
plane 5. Other low beam and high beam reflector configurations are possible in alternate embodiments.
[0041] The motorcycle LED headlight structure 100
further includes an extension member 120 that covers
particular inner portions of the motorcycle LED headlight
structure 100. The extension member 120 includes left
and right winker openings 128L,R through which corresponding left and right winker bulbs 118L,R are exposed.
In the embodiment shown, the extension member 120
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also includes left and right winker reflectors 129L,R respectively corresponding to the left and right winker bulbs
118L,R, and which are configured to reflect illumination
output thereby in forward and sideward directions.
[0042] Additionally, the extension member 120 is comprised of or includes a headlight window structure 122R,L
through which portions of the LED illumination reflected
by the left side and right side low beam and high beam
reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R can pass along a travel path
toward, to, and through the outer lens 102. As described
in detail below, the window structure 122R,L forms a generally or approximately rectangular, rectangular, or multisided (e.g., foursided) shape that selectively intercepts
or blocks LED illumination reflected from certain portions
of the left side and right side low beam and high beam
reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R which are proximate to left side
and right side low beam and high beam LED elements,
such that the locations of the LED elements within the
motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 cannot be easily
or readily determined by an observer (e.g., the driver of
an automobile or other vehicle, or a pedestrian) viewing
the front of the motorcycle 10. The window structure
122R,L includes an upper border that is obliquely oriented in a downward direction on each of the motorcycle’s
left and right sides, toward the inside of the motorcycle,
that is, toward the motorcycle’s central plane 5. As detailed below, the window structure’s rectangular shape
presents a distinctive, modern, and/or stylish left and right
headlight shape having a strong visual impact or impression upon the observer.
[0043] In the embodiment shown, the window structure
122 includes a left window 122L corresponding to the left
side low beam and high beam reflectors 142L, 144L; and
a right window 122R corresponding to the right side low
beam and high beam reflectors 142R, 144R. The spatial
area of the left window 122L defines a left LED headlight
illumination output area; and the spatial area of the right
window 122R defines a right LED headlight illumination
output area. Each of the left and right windows 122L,R
includes four borders or sides that reside along or define
the window structure’s outline or perimeter through which
LED illumination can pass. Specifically, in the embodiment shown in FIGs. 4 and 5, each of the left and right
windows 122L,R forms a shape having an inner side,
edge, or border 124, an upper side, edge, or border 125,
a lower side, edge, or border 126, and an outer side,
edge, or border 127, where the inner border 124 is positioned closest to the motorcycle’s central plane 5. The
borders 124-127 of each window 122L,R are formed in
a manner that provides the left and right headlights
110L,R with a distinctive, modern, and/or stylish appearance to an observer, for instance, a "slanted eyes" appearance, as further elaborated upon below.
[0044] As also indicated in FIGs. 2 and 3, the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 includes a left position
light or left position light structure 210L and a right position light or right position light structure 210R configured
to emit left and right LED position illumination, respec-
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tively. Each position light structure 210L,R linearly extends along a predetermined set of directions parallel or
adjacent to particular borders of the window structure. In
this embodiment, the left position light structure 210L extends along portions of the left window’s inner and lower
borders 124, 126; and the right position light structure
210R extends along portions of the right window’s inner
and lower borders 124, 126. The position light structures
210L,R provide motorcycle position lighting along and
around portions of the left and right windows 122L,R. The
provision of position lighting in this manner impressively
unifies LED headlight illumination and position illumination, in contrast to prior manners of providing position
lighting. With respect to an observer’s visual perception
of illumination provided by the motorcycle LED headlight
structure 100, such an impressively unified arrangement
of the left and right windows 122L,R relative to their corresponding left and right position light structures 210L,R
establishes a strong, unified optical / visual association
between LED headlight illumination and position illumination.
[0045] FIGs. 4A - 14 illustrate internal aspects of a motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 in accordance with
an embodiment of the present disclosure. As indicated
in disassembled or exploded views of FIGs. 4A and 4B,
the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 includes the
outer lens 102; a housing or case 104; and a lighting unit
106 that installs between the outer lens 102 and the housing 104. The housing 104 is mountable to the front of the
motorcycle 10, for instance, by way of a plurality of mounting members or flanges 105a-f having openings therein
for receiving mounting fasteners such as bolts or screws
as shown in FIGs 4A and 5. The lighting unit 106 is securable or mountable to the housing 104, and the outer
lens 102 is connectable or mountable to the lighting unit
106 and/or the housing 104.
[0046] In this embodiment, the lighting unit 106 is configured for providing left and right high beam and low
beam LED headlight illumination; left and right LED position illumination; and left and right winker illumination.
LED headlight illumination and LED position light illumination is provided by a plurality of LED elements as described in detail below, which are typically white LED
elements (e.g., LED elements that can output white light
at suitable intensities for low beam LED headlight illumination, high beam LED headlight illumination, and position light LED illumination, in a manner understood by
one having ordinary skill in the relevant art). During operation, left low beam and high beam LED headlight illumination, left LED position light illumination, and left winker illumination output by the lighting unit 106 travels
through and beyond the left side portion 103L of the outer
lens 102. Similarly, right low beam and high beam LED
headlight illumination, right LED position light illumination, and right winker illumination output by the lighting
unit 106 travels through and beyond the right side portion
103R of the outer lens 102.
[0047] With respect to the provision of LED headlight
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(a) the extension member 120 and corresponding
LED headlight illumination window structure(s) 122,
which in several embodiments are formed in the extension member 120 itself;
(b) a reflector assembly 140 at which each of the left
and right low beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R,
144L,R resides, and which is installed rearward of
or behind the extension member 120 and the window
structure(s) 122; and
(c) a single headlight PCB 160 that carries a plurality
of headlight LED elements including left and right
low beam and high beam LED elements, which is
mounted above the reflector assembly 140 such that
low beam and high beam LED illumination emitted
by the headlight LED elements (e.g., from holes
formed above or at the upper portion of the reflector
assembly 140, not shown) is received by the low
beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R and
reflected thereby toward the window structures 122;
as well as
(d) a position light PCB 260 that is attached forward
of the reflector assembly 140 and behind the extension member 120, and which carries a plurality of
position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R;
(e) an inner lens 202 having a plurality of light guide
members 204L,R, 206L,R corresponding to the left
and right position light structures210L,R; and
(f) an inner lens mating structure 130 formed in a
central and lower portion of the extension member
120, which is configured to receive the inner lens
202, and align with the position light PCB 260 such
that the inner lens light guide members 204L,R,
206L,R receive light emitted by the position light LED
elements 264LR, 266L,R.
[0048] Direct current (DC) electrical power is provided
to the headlight PCB 160 and the position light PCB 260,
and hence to the plurality of headlight LED elements and
the plurality of position light LED elements 264LR,
266L,R, by way of a single PCB electrical connector 190
that is connectable (e.g., switchably connectible / conductible, by way of motorcycle ignition key position selections) to the motorcycle’s battery.
[0049] As described in detail hereafter, the manner in
which lighting unit elements are spatially coordinated or
cooperatively arranged relative to each other, in association with structural features provided by particular lighting unit elements, distributes low beam and high beam
LED headlight illumination with enhanced evenness
across the illumination output area of each of the left and
right headlights 110L,R, and additionally visually obscures or conceals the positions of the headlight LED
elements inside the motorcycle LED headlight structure
100 from an observer looking toward the front of the motorcycle 10 (e.g., an observer who sees the motorcycle
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10 approaching within their forward field of view).
[0050] FIGs. 5 - 14 provide various corresponding or
counterpart views showing internal structural details of
the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure,
which are referenced in combination with each other in
the description that follows for purpose of brevity and to
aid understanding. FIGs. 5 and 9 - 11 provide particular
front views of portions of the motorcycle LED headlight
structure 100. More specifically, FIG. 5 is a front view
showing elements within the motorcycle LED headlight
structure 100 disposed behind the outer lens 102, which
illustrates the extension member 120, dashed-line representations of elements, especially the reflector assembly 140 disposed behind the extension member 120, and
the inner lens 202. FIG. 10 is a second front view counterpart of FIG. 5, which illustrates elements of the lighting
unit 106 without the extension member 120; and FIG. 11
is a third front view counterpart of FIG. 5, which illustrates
elements of the lighting unit 106 without the extension
member 120 and without the inner lens 202. FIGs. 6 - 8
provide cross sectional views through normal planar sections corresponding to lines A - A’, B - B’, and C - C’
identified in FIG. 5, respectively corresponding to planar
sections through left low beam, left high beam, and central portions of the motorcycle LED headlight structure
100. Additionally, FIG. 9 provides a top view showing
portions of the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100.
Finally, FIG. 12 is a front view of the extension member;
FIG. 13 is a front view of the inner lens 202; and FIG. 14
is a perspective view of the headlight PCB 160, the position light PCB 260, and electrical couplings associated
therewith.
[0051] With reference again to FIGs. 4A - 4B and further reference to FIG. 5, FIG. 9, and FIG. 12, the extension member 120 forms significant portions of the lighting
unit’s frontal or forward facing surface. In the embodiment
shown, the extension member 120 provides multiple apertures or windows therein, including the left and right
winker openings 128L,R within which the left and right
winker bulbs 118L,R are disposed; and the windows
122L,R through which left and right low beam and high
beam LED illumination is output from the lighting unit 106
in forward directions.
[0052] The peripheries of the windows 122L,R define
the LED headlight illumination output areas of the left and
right headlights 110L,R, respectively, through which LED
illumination can pass. The peripheries of the windows
122L,R thus define the manner in which headlight illumination output by the motorcycle LED headlight structure
100 is visually perceived by an observer looking toward
or at the front of the motorcycle 10. More particularly,
each of the windows 122L,R includes at least one portion
or section along its periphery that is obliquely oriented in
a downward direction toward the motorcycle’s central
plane 5 (or equivalently, obliquely oriented in an upward
direction away from the central plane 5) with respect to
the window’s lateral span or width. In this embodiment,
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each window’s upper border 125 is obliquely oriented in
a downward direction toward the motorcycle’s central
plane 5, and extends partially across the widow’s width.
Each window’s inner border 124 joins the window’s upper
border 125, and obliquely extends therefrom across a
portion of the window’s height in downward and inward
directions toward the central plane 5. Each window’s lower border 126 joins the inner border 124, and extends
across a portion of the window’s width in a direction away
from the central plane 5 toward the outside of the motorcycle 10. At least a portion of the lower border 126 can
extend obliquely in an upward direction away from the
central plane 5. Depending upon embodiment details,
the lower border 126 can include multiple distinguishable
sections or segments, or a single segment. Finally, each
window’s outer border 127 joins the window’s lower and
upper borders 126, 125, and extends therebetween
along the window’s height. The outer border 127, which
is longer than inner boarder 124, can also include a section or segment that is oriented obliquely away from the
central plane 5, toward the outside of the motorcycle 10.
Such a border combination makes the lighting area expand forward and to the outside of motorcycle. In view
of the foregoing, the left and right windows 122L,R thus
provide a distinctive, modern, and stylish "slant eyes"
profile. When an observer looks toward or at the front of
the motorcycle 10, LED headlight illumination output from
the windows 122L,R will correspondingly visually convey
this "slant eyes" profile to the observer.
[0053] As indicated in FIG. 4B, FIG. 5, FIG. 9, and
FIGs. 11 - 12, the reflector assembly 140 is installed behind the extension member 120, such that the left low
beam and left high beam reflectors 142L, 144L are directly rearward of the left window 122L; and the right low
beam and right high beam reflectors 142R, 144R are
directly rearward of the right window 122R. Within the
reflector assembly 140, the left low beam reflector 142L
and the left high beam reflector 144L are disposed adjacent to each other on the left side of the motorcycle’s
central plane 5; and the right low beam reflector 142R
and the right high beam reflector 144R are disposed adjacent to each other on the right side of the central plane
5. Furthermore, the left and right low beam reflectors
142L,R are symmetrically positioned at the outside of
motorcycle relative to the central plane 5, and correspondingly the left and right high beam reflectors 144L,R
are symmetrically positioned at both sides of the central
plane 5, inward of the left and right low beam reflectors
142L,R. That is, the high beam reflectors 144L,R are disposed inward of the low beam reflectors 142L,R, toward
the central plane 5.
[0054] As indicated in FIG. 5, the reflector assembly
140 includes a left and a right aiming shafts 150 L,R respectively disposed below the left and right low beam
reflectors 142L,R. Such aiming elements 150 L,R, facilitate the left - right adjustment of left low and high beam
reflector and right low and high beam reflector orientations with respect to an aiming axis, for instance, by way
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of tapping screws 309 as shown FIG.8.
[0055] The reflector assembly 140 additionally includes left and right upper front borders or edges 143L,R
that reside above an upper border of the low beam and
high beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R. As shown in FIG.
4B, in an embodiment, such left and right upper front
edges 143L,R can respectively correspond to an upper
section of a left frame member 141L within which the left
low beam and left high beam reflectors 142L, 144L reside, and an upper section of a right frame member 141R
within which the right low beam and right high beam reflectors 142R, 144R reside. The left and right frame members 141L,R are laterally separated by a predetermined
distance with respect to the motorcycle’s central plane
5, corresponding to the lateral separation between the
left and right high beam reflectors 144L,R.
[0056] As further shown in FIGs. 4B, FIG. 5, FIG. 9,
and FIGs. 11 - 12, the headlight PCB 160 is mounted
above the left and right low beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R, for instance, at a height (e.g., defined relative to the ground plane 2 or a reference structure such as the bottom inner surface of the housing 104
at its intersection with the central plane 5) parallel to or
substantially level with the reflector assembly’s left and
right upper front edges 143L,R. The headlight PCB 160
can be mounted to a headlight PCB mounting structure
146, which can include upper portions of the reflector
assembly 140 itself and/or portions of the housing 104.
A set of fasteners, which can include a central screw 170,
and left and right screws 171L,R and/or other fasteners,
can secure the headlight PCB 160 to the headlight PCB
mounting structure 146.
[0057] The headlight PCB 160 carries the plurality of
headlight LED elements on a bottom surface or underside that faces light reflecting surfaces provided by left
and right low beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R,
144L,R when the headlight PCB 160 is mounted to the
headlight PCB mounting structure 146. Thus, the headlight LED elements emit light along downward directions
(e.g., through holes (not shown) formed in an upper wall
of the reflector assembly 140), toward the left and right
low beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R positioned beneath the headlight LED elements. More particularly, left and right low beam LED elements 162L,R
(each of which includes at least one LED) are mounted
at outward locations on the underside of the headlight
PCB 160, respectively corresponding to the positions of
the left and right low beam reflectors 142L,R when the
headlight PCB 160 is attached above the reflector assembly 140; and left and right high beam LED elements
164L,R are mounted at inward locations on the underside
of the headlight PCB 160, respectively corresponding to
the positions of the left and right high beam reflectors
144L,R when the headlight PCB 160 is attached above
the reflector assembly 140. The low and high beam LED
elements of both sides 162L,R, 164L,R are disposed at
a back portion of the reflector assembly’s upper front
edge 143L,R. The embodiment shown utilizes a single
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left low beam LED 162L, a single left high beam LED
164L, a single right low beam LED 162R, and a single
right high beam LED 164R.
[0058] Illumination emitted by the headlight LED elements 162L,R, 164L,R travels toward the left and right
low beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R, and
is reflected thereby. With respect to high beam illumination, the left and right high beam LED elements 164L,R
are active or turned on, and in this embodiment the left
and right low beam LED elements 162L,R are also turned
on under high beam illumination conditions. In various
embodiments, however, the left and right low beam LED
elements 162L,R are turned off during high beam illumination conditions. As indicated in FIGs. 11 - 12, the left
and right high beam reflectors 144L,R are shaped and
configured or oriented such that light emitted by each
high beam LED elements 164L,R is received across a
reflecting surface area of a corresponding high beam reflector 144L,R.
[0059] With reference once again to FIG. 5, in addition
to the foregoing, predetermined portions of the periphery
of each of the windows 122L,R include structural elements configured to scatter or disperse light incident
thereupon. More specifically, as shown in FIG. 5, the lower border 126 of each of the windows 122L,R includes
light dispersion elements such as knurled structures
called "rolettes" 121 formed therein or thereon. The rolettes 121 have predetermined shapes or profiles that
facilitate light scattering or dispersion, for instance,
curved shapes corresponding to cylindrical sections,
and/or other types of shapes.
[0060] With respect to low beam illumination, under
normal or usual motorcycle running conditions, the left
and right low beam LED elements 162L,R are turned on,
and the high beam LED elements 164L,R are turned off.
Some of the light, namely, leaked light, reflected by the
low beam reflectors 142L,R is projected to the rolettes
121, and can light up near the lower border 126 of the
window structure 122 at corresponding portions of the
high beam reflector 144L,R. Accordingly, the high beam
reflector 144L,R when in a turned-off condition can be
lighted as a result of optical dispersion by the rolettes
121 to thereby provide a unified lighting image with the
low beam lighting and light dispersed by the rolettes 121.
On each side of the motorcycle 10, the dispersion of light
by the rolettes 121 is effective for illuminating a greater
area and providing more unified illumination across the
low beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R.
Thus, the rolettes 121 advantageously utilize light that is
leaked from the low beam reflectors 142L,R to enhance
headlight illumination output and lighting image uniformity without requiring any additional light source. Also,
such dispersion can further emphasize the light output
by the light guide members 206L,R, thereby aiding the
creation of a strong "slanted eyes" visual image, because
the dispersion of light on the lower borders of the window
structure 122 occurs on both sides of the motorcycle’s
low beam lighting portions, and the light guide members
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expand or extend along the window structure 122 in a
forward direction and to the outside of the motorcycle 10.
[0061] As indicated above, the borders 124-127 of
each window 122L,R define the spatial areas through
which illumination reflected by the low beam and high
beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R can pass as it is transmitted away from the reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R, through
the windows 122L,R, and toward the outer lens 102. The
upper border 125 of each of the windows 122L,R resides
at a lower height than the headlight PCB’s low beam and
high beam LED elements 162L,R, 164L,R, thereby obscuring or concealing the internal positions of the low
beam and high beam LED elements 162L,R, 164L,R from
an observer whose field of view includes the front of the
motorcycle 10. Thus, each window 122L,R blocks a portion of the LED headlight illumination reflected in a forward direction by upper or uppermost portions of the high
beam and low beam reflectors 142L,R, 144L,R. In the
embodiment shown, a highest portion of the upper border
125 of each of the windows 122L,R is additionally disposed no higher than, at an almost equal height to, or at
least slightly below a lowest portion of the reflector assembly’s upper front edges 143L,R; and the reflecting
surfaces provided by the low beam reflectors 142L,R.
[0062] To further aid understanding of the motorcycle
LED headlight structure’s internal configuration, particular representative normal planar sections through the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100, which corresponding to lines A - A’, B - B’, and C - C’ in FIG. 5, are considered hereafter. FIG. 6 illustrates portions of the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 and the motorcycle
10 relative to a representative left headlight low beam
cross section corresponding to line A - A’ of FIG. 5, which
is indicated in FIG. 6 with shading. The cross section of
FIG. 6 passes through the left low beam reflector 142L,
and can be defined as intersecting or bisecting the left
low beam LED 162L and parallel to the motorcycle’s central plane 5.
[0063] As indicated in FIG. 6, the motorcycle LED
headlight structure 100 is mounted beneath the motorcycle’s front top cover 64, above the front garnish 63,
forward of the lower inner cover 58 and the upper inner
cover 66, and substantially forward and above portions
of the left front cover 62L. The outer lens 102 and the
housing 104 respectively form outermost and innermost
portions of the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100.
Portions of a winker socket 134R configured for receiving
the right winker bulb 118R extend rearward from portions
of the housing 104, as do portions of the electrical connector 190 which supplies power to the headlight PCB
160 and the position light PCB 260. The housing 104
includes a left headlight aiming plate 108L which is fixed
by a tapping screw 308 as to hold the aiming element
150 of the reflector assembly 140.
[0064] The extension member 120 is disposed behind
the outer lens 102 and the reflector assembly 140 is disposed behind the extension member 120 such that the
left low beam reflector 142L is behind and aligned relative
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to the left window 122L. The headlight PCB 160 is mounted above the reflector assembly 140, and the left low
beam LED 162L is mounted to the underside or bottom
surface of the headlight PCB 160, such that the left low
beam LED 162L is disposed above the left low beam
reflector 142L. Furthermore, the left low beam LED 162L
is disposed behind and at about the same height as each
of the left window’s upper border 125 and the reflector
assembly’s left upper front edge 143L. As the low beam
LED element 162L is about the same height as the upper
boarder 125 of the low beam reflector 142L, it can use a
wide area of the low beam reflector 142L to reflect light
in a vertical direction.
[0065] FIG. 7 illustrates portions of the motorcycle LED
headlight structure 100 and the motorcycle 10 relative to
a representative left headlight high beam cross section
corresponding to line B - B’ of FIG. 5, which is indicated
in FIG. 7 with shading. The left headlight high beam cross
section of FIG. 7 is disposed inwardly toward a central
plane of the motorcycle 10 relative to the left headlight
low beam cross section of FIG. 6. The left headlight high
beam cross section shown in FIG. 7 passes through the
left high beam reflector 144L, and can be defined as intersecting or bisecting the left high beam LED 164L and
parallel to the motorcycle’s central plane 5.
[0066] As shown in FIG. 7, a left portion of the extension member 120 is mounted to the housing 104 by way
of a tapping screw 320L,R. Portions of the left top surface
of the headlight PCB 160 can be mounted to the reflector
assembly 140 by way of the tapping screw 170,171R.
The left high beam LED element 164L is disposed at
same manner as low beam LED element 162L on the
surface of the headlight PCB 160, and is positioned
above the left high beam reflector 144L. Additionally, the
left high beam LED 164L is disposed behind and above
each of the reflector assembly’s left upper front edge
143L and the left window’s upper border 125. Within the
left high beam cross section of FIG. 7, the left window’s
upper border 125 is vertically positioned further away
from the headlight PCB 160 in a downward direction, and
closer to the left window’s lower border 126, than in the
left low beam cross section of FIG. 6. One having ordinary
skill in the art will recognize that such an increase in downward separation distance between the left window’s upper border 125 and the headlight PCB 160 corresponds
to the manner in which the upper border 125 obliquely
extends downwardly along its length toward the motorcycle’s central plane 5. As indicated in FIG. 7, the location
of the left high beam LED element 164L is well concealed
or obscured from an observer whose forward field of view
includes the left window 122L.
[0067] As indicated in FIGs. 6 and 7, the low beam
reflector 142L in this embodiment can achieve wide area
low beam illumination and better low beam distribution
because the low beam LED element 162L is positioned
at the same height as the upper border 125 of the window
structure 122; and also, the high beam LED element 164L
can be concealed when turned off during usual running
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conditions because the high beam LED element 164L is
located at a high position than the upper border 125 of
the window structure 122.
[0068] FIG. 8 illustrates portions of the motorcycle
headlight structure 100 and the motorcycle 10 relative to
a representative center motorcycle LED headlight structure cross section corresponding to line C - C’ of FIG. 5,
which is indicated in FIG. 8 with shading. The center cross
section of FIG. 8 is disposed inwardly of each of the left
headlight low beam cross section of FIG. 6 and the left
headlight high beam cross section of FIG. 7, and resides
within the motorcycle’s central plane 5. As indicated in
FIG. 8, a center portion of the headlight PCB 160 is
mounted to the reflector assembly 140 by way of the tapping screws 170 and 171. The position light PCB 260 is
mounted to the housing 104 by way of a tapping screw
362; and the inner lens 202 is mounted to a central portion
of the extension member 120 by way of a tapping screw
302 and positioning projection pin 302a of the extension
member 120. Finally, the housing 104 is configured to
receive a central aiming adjustment bolt 309 that extends
toward and is received by the reflector assembly 140. By
way of turning the central aiming adjustment bolt 309,
the LED illumination reflected by the reflector assembly’s
left and right low beam and high beam reflectors 142L,R,
144L,R can be adjusted in an upward - downward direction.
[0069] FIG. 9 is a top view showing portions of a motorcycle LED headlight structure 100 in accordance with
an embodiment of the present disclosure. As indicated
in FIG. 9, the outer lens 102 forms outer front portions of
the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100; the housing
104 forms backside portions of the motorcycle LED headlight structure 100; and the extension member 120 and
the inner lens 202 form frontal portions of the lighting unit
106 disposed between the outer lens 102 and the housing
104. A first power cable 180 includes electrical wiring
therein that provides electrical power to the winker bulbs
118L,R; and a second power cable 182 is connected to
a main harness to supply the electric power to the winker
bulbs 118L,R through the power cable 180 . The PCB
electrical connector 190 is configured for supplying electrical power to each of the headlight PCB 160 and the
position light PCB 260 for turning on the headlight LED
elements 162L,R 164L,R and the position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R, respectively. The PCB electrical
connector 190 and the second lighting cable 182 are couplable to the motorcycle’s battery, in a manner readily
understood by one having ordinary skill in the art.
[0070] Reference is additionally made to FIG. 14,
which provides a perspective illustration showing the
headlight PCB 160, the position light PCB 260, and electrical elements for delivering electrical signals to the
headlight PCB 160 and the position light PCB 260, and
hence the headlight LED elements 162L,R, 164L,R and
the position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R, respectively. As indicated in FIG. 14, electrical connections to
each of the headlight PCB 160 and the position light PCB
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260 are provided by way of the PCB connector 190 and
a corresponding wiring distribution plug 192 that mates
therewith. The wiring distribution plug 192 distributes individual electrical wires to the headlight PCB 160 and the
position light PCB 260. Wiring 400 is connected between
both PCBs 160, 260, and such wiring 400 includes a
loose portion because the headlight PCB 160 is movable
for headlight aiming purposes. FIG. 14 further indicates
particular openings 172, 173L,R,(which are holes for
screws 170, 171) and 174L,R (which are positioning
holes) in the headlight PCB 160 by which fasteners can
secure the headlight PCB 160 to the headlight PCB
mounting structure 146 that positions the headlight PCB
160 above the reflector assembly 140.
[0071] With further reference to FIG. 5 and FIGs. 10 14, the position light PCB 260, the extension member
120, and the inner lens 202 are cooperatively aligned
and installed relative to each other such that (a) terminal
portions 203L,R, 205L,R of the inner lens light guide
members 204L,R, 206L,R can receive illumination emitted by the position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R,
such that position LED illumination can propagate within
and along the inner lens light guide members 204L,R,
206L,R; and (b) portions of the inner lens light guide
members 204L,R, 206L,R extend along and are in optical
signal communication with the rolettes 121 on the bottom
borders 126 of the windows 122L,R. As shown in FIG.
12, the position light PCB 260 is symmetrically installed
about the motorcycle’s central plane 5 at or near a lower
central portion of the housing 104, midway between the
high beam reflectors 144L,R within the spatial gap that
laterally separates the high beam reflectors 144L,R from
each other. The position light PCB 260 is therefore installed in an empty or otherwise unutilized "dead space"
between the high beam reflectors 144L,R, resulting in an
efficient use of this spatial gap. As indicated above, the
position light
[0072] PCB 260 can be installed at the lower center
portion of the housing 104 by way of a tapping screw
362, which is insertable through a position light PCB
mounting opening 262 (e.g., which is intended to be
aligned relative to the motorcycle’s central axis 5). The
position light PCB 260 can also include left and right alignment or positioning openings 261L,R that facilitate subsequent alignment and installation of the extension member 120 and the inner lens 202 relative to the position
light PCB 260.
[0073] The position light LED elements 264L,R,
266L,R are mounted to a forward facing surface of the
position light PCB 260, in a symmetric manner about the
motorcycle’s central plane 5. More particularly, left and
right first position light LED elements 264L,R and left and
right second position light LED elements 266L,R are
mounted to lower front portions of the position light PCB
260. The left and right first position light LED elements
264L,R are outwardly disposed on the position light PCB
260, near a lower edge of the position light PCB 260; and
the left and right second position light LED elements
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266L,R are disposed above and inwardly of the left and
right first position light LED elements 264L,R.
[0074] The extension member 120 is configured for
symmetric installation relative to the motorcycle’s central
plane 5, in front of the reflector assembly 140 and the
position light PCB 260. As shown in FIG. 13, a central
lower portion of the extension member 120 includes the
inner lens mating structure 130, which is configured to
receive the inner lens 202 when the inner lens 202 is
attached to the extension member 120. The inner lens
mating structure 130 includes left and right alignment or
positioning openings 131L,R that facilitate alignment of
the extension member 120 with corresponding left and
right alignment openings 261L,R of the position light PCB
260 by receiving two projection pins of the housing 104.
The inner lens mating structure 130 further includes first
openings 133L,R within which the first position light LED
elements 264L,R are receivable; and second openings
135L,R within which the second position light LED elements 266L,R are receivable.
[0075] The inner lens mating structure 130 also includes first light guide member recesses 134L,R, which
are adjacent to portions of the inner border 124 of the
windows 122L,R, respectively; and second light guide
member recesses 136L,R, which are adjacent to portions
of the bottom borders 126 of the windows 122L,R, respectively. Each first light guide member recess 134L,R
is shaped and dimensioned to receive or mate with a
corresponding first light guide member 204L,R, of the
inner lens 202; and each second light guide member recess 136L,R is shaped and dimensioned to receive or
mate with a corresponding second light guide member
206L,R of the inner lens 202. In the embodiment shown,
the second light guide member recesses 136L,R are configured to position upwardly facing surfaces along portions of the second light guide members 206L,R directly
beneath the rolettes 121 on the bottom borders 126 of
the windows 122. Finally, the inner lens mating structure
130 includes a central opening 132 for receiving a tapping
screw 302 by which the inner lens 202 can be mounted
to the extension member 120.
[0076] FIG. 13 is a front view showing an inner lens
202 in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosure,
which can be centrally mounted to a lower front portion
of the extension member 120. As indicated above, the
inner lens 202 includes the first light guide members
204L,R and second light guide members 206L,R, which
are configured to fit into the extension member’s first light
guide member recesses 134L,R and second light guide
member recesses 136L,R, respectively. The inner lens
202 additionally includes a central mounting portion 230
that carries the first and second light guide members
204L,R, 206L,R. More particularly, the first light guide
members 204L,R extend in upward and slightly outward
directions at corresponding left and right edges of the
central mounting portion 230; and the second light guide
members 206L,R respectively extend in outward and
slightly upward directions away from lower edges of the
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central mounting portion 230.
[0077] The inner lens 202 additionally includes first terminal portions 203L,R and second terminal portions
205L,R designed to overlay the position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R mounted to the position light PCB
260, and further designed to direct or scatter light toward
and into the first and second light guide members 204L,R,
206L,R such that light emitted by the position light LED
elements 264L,R, 266L,R travels along and illuminates
the first and second light guide members 204L,R,
206L,R. More specifically, when the inner lens 202 is
mounted to the extension member 120, the first terminal
portions 203L,R are configured to overlay or cover the
position light PCB’s first position light LED elements
264L,R; and the second terminal portions 205L,R are
configured to overlay or cover the position light PCB’s
second position light LED elements 266L,R. As a result,
the first and second terminal portions 203L,R, 205L,R
can receive light emitted by the position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R, and optically communicate such
light toward and along each of the first and second light
guide members 204L,R, 206L,R. Consequently, when
the position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R are
turned on, the t first and second light guide members
204L,R, 206L,R are illuminated to provide motorcycle position lighting at the motorcycle’s position light structures
210L,R.
[0078] The inner lens central mounting portion 230,
and hence the inner lens 202 itself, is configured for symmetric installation about the motorcycle’s central axis 5,
in alignment with the extension member’s inner lens mating structure 130 and the position light PCB 260. The
inner lens central mounting portion 230 includes left and
right alignment openings therein 201 L,R which receive
positioning projecting pins of the housing 104 to facilitate
alignment of the assembly of the inner lens 202 and the
extension member 120, relative to the housing 104 and
the position light PCB 260; and a central opening 402 for
receiving the tapping screw 302 by which the inner lens
202 is mountable to the extension member 120. A hole
402a receives the positioning projecting pin 302a in order
to set a certain position between the inner lens 202 and
the extension member 120.
[0079] In view of FIG. 5 and FIGs. 9 - 11, the inner lens
central mounting portion 230 and the position light PCB
260 are each disposed midway between the windows
122L,R and the high beam reflectors 144L,R, in the spatial gap that separates the high beam reflectors 144L,R
from each other, which would otherwise be dead space.
Moreover, as indicated in FIGs. 2 - 3, the motorcycle’s
front top cover 64 is configured to extend downwardly
and inwardly toward the motorcycle’s central plane 5,
such that the windows 122L,R and portions of the first
and second light guide members 204L,R, 206L,R disposed adjacent to the inner and lower borders 124, 126
of the windows 122L,R, are visible to an observer looking
toward or at the outer lens 102, but the position PCB 260,
the position light LED elements 264L,R, 266L,R, the inner
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lens central mounting portion 130, the inner lens first and
second terminal portions 203L,R, 205L,R, and portions
of the extension member 120 between the first and second light guiding members 204L,R,206L,R are not visible
to an observer looking toward or at the front of the motorcycle 10. Consequently, the inner lens central mounting portion 230, the extension member’s inner lens mating structure 130, and the position light PCB 260, in association with the motorcycle’s front top cover 64, efficiently and effectively utilize the spatial gap between the
high beam reflectors 144L,R and the separation between
the windows 122L,R to enable the provision of motorcycle position lighting along portions of the windows 122L,R
by way of a highly compact and visually appealing motorcycle LED headlight structure design.
[0080] Furthermore, in several embodiments, the inner
lens 202 is formed from or as a single piece of material,
for instance, a piece of plastic material that is at least
generally transparent or translucent to predetermined
wavelengths of light (e.g., blue light, or light of another
color such as orange). The use of a single piece inner
lens 202 such as that described herein results in a highly
effective position light design that reduces cost, complexity, and parts count.
[0081] As previously described, once the inner lens
202 is installed at the extension member 120, portions
of the second light guide members 206L,R are disposed
directly beneath the windows’ lower borders 126, respectively, and are in optical signal communication with the
rolettes 121 disposed along such lower borders 126.
Such portions of the second light guide members 206L,R
respectively extend across the width of the high beam
reflectors 144LR, and additionally respectively extend at
least partially across the width of the low beam reflectors
142L,R. As a result, the left second light guide member
206L facilitates optical signal communication between
the left low beam and left high beam reflectors 142L,
144L; and the right second light guide member 206R facilitates optical signal communication between the right
low beam and right high beam reflectors 142R, 144R. An
inner lens 202 designed in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosure thus elegantly provides a dual
functionality, namely, the provision of (a) position light
structures 210L,R, and (b) an optical communication
bridge between adjacent low beam and high beam reflectors 142L-144L, 142R-144R that enhances the uniformity of low beam LED illumination across left and right
headlight illumination output areas.
[0082] Aspects of particular embodiments of the
present disclosure address at least one aspect, problem,
limitation, and/or disadvantage associated with existing
motorcycle LED headlight configurations and structures.
While features, aspects, and/or advantages associated
with certain embodiments have been described in the
disclosure, other embodiments may also exhibit such
features, aspects, and/or advantages, and not all embodiments need necessarily exhibit such features, aspects, and/or advantages to fall within the scope of the
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disclosure. It will be appreciated by a person of ordinary
skill in the art that several of the above-disclosed structures, components, or alternatives thereof, can be desirably combined into alternative structures, components,
and/or applications. In addition, various modifications, alterations, and/or improvements may be made to various
embodiments that are disclosed by a person of ordinary
skill in the art within the scope of the present disclosure,
which is limited only by the following claims.
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A light emitting diode (LED) headlight structure (100)
for a motorcycle (10) having a central plane (5) with
respect to a front view of the motorcycle (10), having:
headlight LED elements (162L,R, 164L,R) for
emitting low beam and high beam illumination,
a headlight printed circuit board (PCB) (160) to
which said headlight LED elements (162L,R,
164L,R) are mounted,
a reflector assembly (140) having low (142L,R)
and high beam reflectors (144L,R), configured
to reflect said low beam and high beam illumination emitted by said headlight LED elements
(162L,R, 164L,R) toward the front of the motorcycle,
said LED headlight structure (100) constructed
by combining said headlight PCB (160) with an
upper portion of said reflector assembly (140),
said LED headlight structure (100) positioned
within a space connecting a headlight case (104)
and a headlight lens (102), and mountable on
the motorcycle (10) on both sides of the motorcycle central plane (5),
said headlight PCB (160) mounts at least said
headlight LED elements (162L,R, 164L,R) to
one plate (108L) on one side of the motorcycle
central plane (5),
said high beam illumination is emitted at the motorcycle central plane (5) and said low beam illumination is emitted at the outside of the motorcycle central plane (5) on one side of the motorcycle (10),
characterized in that:
an extension member (120) is positioned
forward of the reflector assembly (140) and
between said headlight case (104) and said
headlight lens (102), and
a window structure (122) is formed at said
extension member (120), the window structure (122) configured for passing portions
of said low and high beam illumination reflected by the reflector assembly (140)
therethrough,
wherein an upper border (125) of said win-
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dow structure (122) is located close to an
upper portion of the low beam reflector
(142L,R) and is located below the upper
portion of the high beam reflector (144L,R),
with respect to a front view of the motorcycle
(10), and
wherein the upper border (125) of said window structure (122) is oriented obliquely in
a downward direction toward the motorcycle central plane (5),
wherein the headlight LED elements
(162L,R, 164L,R) include a plurality of low
beam LED elements (162L,R) and a plurality of high beam elements (164L,R), and the
upper border (125) of the window structure
(122) is located at a lower height than the
low beam LED elements (162L,R) and the
high beam LED elements (164L,R).
2.

guide member (206L,R), said light guide member
(206L,R) LED elements, and said single PCB are
coverable.
5

7.

The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 2, wherein said light guide member (206L,R) has the function
of a position light structure (210L, R) of the motorcycle (10).
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8.

The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 1, wherein said window structure (122) is positioned at both
sides of the motorcycle central plane (5) and forms
a generally rectangular shape expanding forward
and to the outside of the motorcycle central plane
(5) and has light dispersion elements near an upper
or lower border (126) of said high beam reflector
(144L,R), and wherein the light dispersion elements
are configured to receive and scatter the light reflected by said reflector assembly (140).

9.

The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 8, wherein said light dispersion elements are disposed on a
lower border (126) of the window structure (122) corresponding to the high beam reflector (144L,R).

15

The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 1, wherein the window structure (122) is formed at both sides
of the motorcycle central plane (5) and forms a generally rectangular shape expanding forward and to
the outside of the motorcycle central plane (5), and
wherein at an inside border and an upper or lower
border (126) of said window structure (122) the LED
headlight structure (100) further comprises a light
guide member (206L,R) that emits light.

20

3.

The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 2, wherein the light guide member (206L,R) emits light at two
sides of the window structure (122) and forms the
lower border (126) of the window structure (122).

30

4.

The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 2, further
comprising light guide member (206L,R) LED elements, wherein a portion of the light guide member
(206L,R) is positioned to receive light output by said
light guide member (206L,R) LED elements, and
wherein the light guide member (206L,R) on both
sides of the motorcycle central plane (5) is integrally
formed.

35

5.

6.

The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 4, wherein the light guide member (206L,R) includes a connecting portion for connecting to both inside borders
of light guide member (206L,R), and a wherein single
PCB to which said light guide member (206L,R) LED
elements are mounted is positioned close to said
connecting portion of the light guide member
(206L,R).
The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 5, wherein the motorcycle (10) includes a front cover with
which portions of the headlight structure (100) are
coverable and surroundable, when the headlight
structure (100) is mounted to the motorcycle (10)
and with which said connecting portion of the light
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10. The LED headlight structure (100) of claim 1,
wherein the low beam LED elements (162L, R) are
mounted at an outward location on an underside of
the headlight PCB (160), and
wherein the high beam LED elements (164L,R) are
mounted at an inward location on the underside of
the headlight PCB (160).

Patentansprüche
1.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) für ein Motorrad (10) mit einer Mittelebene (5) in Bezug auf eine
Frontansicht des Motorrades (10), umfassend:
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Scheinwerfer-LED-Elemente (162 L, R, 164 L,
R), um Abblendlicht und Fernlicht auszustrahlen,
eine Scheinwerfer-Leiterplatte (PCB) (160), an
der die Scheinwerfer-LED-Elemente (162 L, R,
164 L, R) montiert sind,
eine Reflektoranordnung (140) mit Abblendlichtreflektoren (142 L, R) und Fernlichtreflektoren (144 L, R), die so konfiguriert sind, dass sie
das von den Scheinwerfer-LED-Elementen
(162 L, R, 164 L, R) ausgestrahlte Abblendlicht
und Fernlicht in Richtung Motorradvorderseite
reflektieren,
wobei die LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100)
so konstruiert ist, dass sie die Scheinwerfer-Leiterplatte (160) mit einem oberen Abschnitt der
Reflektoranordnung (140) kombiniert,
wobei die LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100)
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innerhalb eines Raumes angeordnet ist, der ein
Scheinwerfergehäuse (104) und eine Scheinwerferlinse (102) miteinander verbindet, und an
dem Motorrad (10) auf beiden Seiten der Motorrad-Mittelebene (5) montierbar ist,
wobei die Scheinwerfer-Leiterplatte (160) wenigstens die Scheinwerfer-LED-Elemente (162
L, R, 164 L, R) auf einer Platte (108 L) auf einer
Seite der Motorrad-Mittelebene (5) montiert,
wobei das Fernlicht an der Motorrad-Mittelebene (5) ausgestrahlt wird und das Abblendlicht
an der Außenseite der Motorrad-Mittelebene (5)
auf einer Seite des Motorrades (10) ausgestrahlt
wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:
ein Verlängerungselement (120) vor der
Reflektoranordnung (140) und zwischen
dem Scheinwerfergehäuse (104) und der
Scheinwerferlinse (102) angeordnet ist,
und
eine Fensterkonstruktion (122) an dem Verlängerungselement (120) gebildet ist, wobei die Fensterkonstruktion (122) konfiguriert ist, um Abschnitte des Abblendlichts
und des Fernlichts, die von der Reflektoranordnung (140) reflektiert werden, hindurchzulassen,
wobei sich ein oberer Rand (125) der Fensterkonstruktion (122) in Bezug auf eine
Frontansicht des Motorrades (10) nahe an
einem oberen Abschnitt des Abblendlichtreflektors (142 L, R) und unter dem oberen
Abschnitt des Fernlichtreflektors (144 L, R)
befindet, und
wobei der obere Rand (125) der Fensterkonstruktion (122) in Richtung der Motorrad-Mittelebene (5) schräg nach unten gerichtet ist,
wobei die Scheinwerfer-LED-Elemente
(162 L, R, 164 L, R) eine Vielzahl von Abblendlicht-LED-Elementen (162 L, R) und
eine Vielzahl von Fernlicht-LED-Elementen
(164, L, R) umfassen, und der obere Rand
(125) der Fensterkonstruktion (122) niedriger angeordnet ist als die AbblendlichtLED-Elemente (162 L, R) und die FernlichtLED-Elemente (164, L, R).
2.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Fensterkonstruktion (122) an
beiden Seiten der Motorrad-Mittelebene (5) gebildet
ist und eine allgemein rechteckige Form bildet, die
sich nach vorn und zu der Außenseite der MotorradMittelebene (5) hin erweitert, und wobei die LEDScheinwerferkonstruktion (100) an einem Innenrand
und an einem oberen oder unteren Rand (126) der
Fensterkonstruktion (122) weiterhin ein Lichtfüh-
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rungselement (206 L, R) umfasst, das Licht ausstrahlt.
3.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Lichtführungselement (206 L,
R) Licht an beiden Seiten der Fensterkonstruktion
(122) ausstrahlt und den unteren Rand (126) der
Fensterkonstruktion (122) bildet.

4.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) nach Anspruch 2, weiterhin umfassend LED-Elemente des
Lichtführungselementes (206 L, R), wobei ein Abschnitt des Lichtführungselementes (206 L, R) so
angeordnet ist, dass er eine Lichtleistung von den
LED-Elementen des Lichtführungselements (206 L,
R) empfängt, und wobei das Lichtführungselement
(206 L, R) einstückig auf beiden Seiten der MotorradMittelebene (5) gebildet ist.

5.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Lichtführungselement (206 L,
R) einen Verbindungsabschnitt zum Anschluss an
beide Innenränder des Lichtführungselements (206
L, R) umfasst, und wobei eine einzelne Leiterplatte,
an der die LED-Elemente des Lichtführungselements (206 L, R) montiert sind, nahe an dem Verbindungsabschnitt des Lichtführungselements (206
L, R) angeordnet ist.

6.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Motorrad (10) eine erste
Frontabdeckung umfasst, mit der Abschnitte der
Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) abgedeckt und umschlossen werden können, wenn die Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) an dem Motorrad (10) montiert
ist, und mit der der Verbindungsabschnitt des Lichtführungselements (206 L, R), die LED-Elemente des
Lichtführungselements (206 L, R) und die einzelne
Leiterplatte abdeckbar sind.

7.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Lichtführungselement (206 L,
R) die Funktion einer Positionslichtkonstruktion (210
L, R) des Motorrades (10) hat.

8.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Fensterkonstruktion (122) an
beiden Seiten der Motorrad-Mittelebene (5) angeordnet ist und eine allgemein rechteckige Form bildet, die sich nach vorn und zu der Außenseite der
Motorrad-Mittelebene (5) hin erweitert, und nahe an
einem oberen oder unteren Rand (126) des Fernlichtreflektors (144 L, R) Lichtstreuungselemente besitzt, und wobei die Lichtstreuungselemente so konfiguriert sind, dass sie das von der Reflektoranordnung (140) reflektierte Licht empfangen und streuen.

9.

LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion
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(100)

nach

An-
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entre ledit boîtier de phare (104) et ladite
lentille de phare (102), et
une structure de fenêtre (122) est formée
au niveau de ladite pièce d’extension (120),
la structure de fenêtre (122) étant configurée pour le passage de parties dudit éclairage à faisceau bas et haut réfléchi par l’ensemble réflecteur (140) à travers celle-ci,
dans laquelle un bord supérieur (125) de
ladite structure de fenêtre (122) est situé
près d’une partie supérieure du réflecteur à
faisceau bas (142L,R) et est situé en dessous de la partie supérieure du réflecteur à
faisceau haut (144L,R), par rapport à une
vue avant du motocycle (10), et
dans laquelle le bord supérieur (125) de ladite structure de fenêtre (122) est orienté
de manière oblique dans une direction vers
le bas vers le plan central (5) du motocycle,
dans laquelle les éléments de DEL de phare
(162L,R, 164L,R) incluent une pluralité
d’éléments de DEL à faisceau bas (162L,R)
et une pluralité d’éléments à faisceau haut
(164L,R), et le bord supérieur (125) de la
structure de fenêtre (122) est situé à une
hauteur plus faible que les éléments de DEL
à faisceau bas (162L,R) et les éléments de
DEL à faisceau haut (164L,R).

spruch 8, wobei die Lichtstreuungselemente an einem unteren Rand (126) der Fensterkonstruktion
(122), entsprechend dem Fernlichtreflektor (144 L,
R), angeordnet sind.
5

10. LED-Scheinwerferkonstruktion
spruch 1,

(100)

nach

An-

wobei die Abblendlicht-LED-Elemente (162 L,
R) an einer äußeren Stelle an einer Unterseite
der Scheinwerfer-Leiterplatte (160) montiert
sind, und
wobei die Fernlicht-LED-Elemente (164 L, R) an
einer inneren Stelle an der Unterseite der
Scheinwerfer-Leiterplatte (160) montiert sind.
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Revendications
1.

Structure de phare (100) à diodes électroluminescentes (DEL) pour un motocycle (10) ayant un plan
central (5) par rapport à une vue avant du motocycle
(10), ayant :

20

des éléments de DEL de phare (162L,R,
164L,R) pour émettre un éclairage à faisceau
bas et à faisceau haut,
une carte de circuit imprimé (PCB) (160) de phare sur laquelle lesdits éléments de DEL de phare
(162L,R, 164L,R) sont montés,
un ensemble réflecteur (140) ayant des réflecteurs à faisceau bas (142L,R) et haut (144L,R),
configuré pour réfléchir ledit éclairage à faisceau bas et à faisceau haut émis par lesdits éléments de DEL de phare (162L,R, 164L,R) vers
l’avant du motocycle,
ladite structure de phare à DEL (100) étant construite par combinaison de ladite PCB (160) de
phare avec une partie supérieure dudit ensemble réflecteur (140),
ladite structure de phare à DEL (100) étant positionnée à l’intérieur d’un espace reliant un boîtier de phare (104) et une lentille de phare (102),
et pouvant être montée sur le motocycle (10)
des deux côtés du plan central (5) du motocycle,
ladite PCB (160) de phare monte au moins lesdits éléments de DEL de phare (162L,R,
164L,R) sur une plaque (108L) d’un côté du plan
central (5) du motocycle,
ledit éclairage à faisceau haut est émis au niveau du plan central (5) du motocycle et ledit
éclairage à faisceau bas est émis à l’extérieur
du plan central (5) du motocycle d’un côté du
motocycle (10),
caractérisée en ce que :
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2.

Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle la structure de fenêtre (122) est
formée au niveau des deux côtés du plan central (5)
du motocycle et forme une forme généralement rectangulaire s’étendant vers l’avant et à l’extérieur du
plan central (5) du motocycle, et dans laquelle au
niveau d’un bord intérieur et d’un bord supérieur ou
inférieur (126) de ladite structure de fenêtre (122) la
structure de phare à DEL (100) comprend en outre
une pièce de guidage de lumière (206L,R) qui émet
de la lumière.

3.

Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle la pièce de guidage de lumière
(206L,R) émet de la lumière au niveau de deux côtés
de la structure de fenêtre (122) et forme le bord inférieur (126) de la structure de fenêtre (122).

4.

Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre des éléments de DEL
de pièce de guidage de lumière (206L,R), dans laquelle une partie de la pièce de guidage de lumière
(206L,R) est positionnée pour recevoir une sortie de
lumière par lesdits éléments de DEL de pièce de
guidage de lumière (206L,R), et dans laquelle la pièce de guidage de lumière (206L,R) des deux côtés
du plan central (5) du motocycle est formée d’un seul
tenant.
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une pièce d’extension (120) est positionnée
à l’avant de l’ensemble réflecteur (140) et
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Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle la pièce de guidage de lumière
(206L,R) inclut une partie de liaison pour la liaison
auxdits bords intérieurs de la pièce de guidage de
lumière (206L,R), et dans laquelle une PCB unique
sur laquelle lesdits éléments de DEL de pièce de
guidage de lumière (206L,R) sont montés est positionnée près de ladite partie de liaison de la pièce
de guidage de lumière (206L,R).
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6.

7.

8.

9.

Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 5, dans laquelle le motocycle (10) inclut un couvercle avant avec lequel les parties de la structure
de phare (100) peuvent être couvertes et entourées,
lorsque la structure de phare (100) est montée sur
le motocycle (10), et avec lequel ladite partie de
liaison de la pièce de guidage de lumière (206L,R),
lesdits éléments de DEL de pièce de guidage de
lumière (206L,R) et ladite PCB unique peuvent être
couverts.
Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle ladite pièce de guidage de lumière (206L,R) a la fonction d’une structure de lumière de position (210L, R) du motocycle (10).
Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite structure de fenêtre (122)
est positionnée au niveau des deux côtés du plan
central (5) du motocycle et forme une forme généralement rectangulaire s’étendant vers l’avant et à
l’extérieur du plan central (5) du motocycle et a des
éléments de dispersion de lumière près d’un bord
supérieur ou inférieur (126) dudit réflecteur à faisceau haut (144L,R), et dans laquelle les éléments
de dispersion de lumière sont configurés pour recevoir et diffuser la lumière réfléchie par ledit ensemble
réflecteur (140).
Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 8, dans laquelle lesdits éléments de dispersion
de lumière sont disposés sur un bord inférieur (126)
de la structure de fenêtre (122) correspondant au
réflecteur à faisceau haut (144L,R).
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10. Structure de phare à DEL (100) selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle les éléments de DEL à faisceau bas
(162L, R) sont montés au niveau d’un emplacement
vers l’extérieur sur un côté inférieur de la PCB (160)
de phare, et
dans laquelle les éléments de DEL à faisceau haut
(164L,R) sont montés au niveau d’un emplacement
vers l’intérieur sur le côté inférieur de la PCB (160)
de phare.
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